
 
 

Summer 2021 - Learn to Sail 
at Saunderstown Yacht Club 

 

 

 

Kids age 8 and up (or turning 8 by 12/31) can learn to sail this 

summer at the Saunderstown Yacht Club. The club offers beginner, 

intermediate, non-racing and racing classes. Membership at SYC 

is not required to participate in the sailing program. 

Classes run for 8 weeks. 
 

 

Class Descriptions 
 

Blue Dragons (12 hours of class per week) $725  
 

Learn to sail in a fun and safe environment by joining the beginner Blue Dragon class. This class 

focuses on introducing young sailors to parts of the boat and points of sail, as well as offers 

opportunities to get on the water in an organized environment. Over the course of the summer the 

Blue Dragon sailors will develop the foundational skills of sailing, boat mechanics, and gaining 

confidence on the water. Minimum age of seven.  

 

Intermediates (12 hours of class per week) $725  
 

After completing the beginner Blue Dragon course, or a course of the equivalent level, sailors will 
advance to the intermediate Opti sailing course. This course reviews parts of the boat and points 

of sail for young sailors, introducing them to a different boat; the Opti. This sailing course 
focussed further on boat mechanics and confidence on the water, as well as continuing to practice 

sailing in a variety of winds in an organized environment. Furthermore, sailors will have the 
opportunity to try out racing and see if this is a path they would like to pursue.  

 

Adventure Sailing (12 hours of class per week) $700  
 
The Adventure Sailing course is a course designed for sailors that wish to continue their love for 

sailing in a non-race environment. This course offers sailors the opportunity to gain experience 
within a variety of boats such as O’Pen Bic, Club 420, and Sunfish. Sailors will develop their 

confidence on the water, and continue to develop their foundational skills sailing all around 
Narragansett Bay.  

 

 

 



 

Race I – Green Fleet (18 hours of class per week) $800 *  
 

The Green Fleet sailing course provides sailors with an introduction to the racing rules of sailing, 
as well as opportunities to practice racing in an organized environment and participate in their first 

regatta series. This course will focus on the more technical aspects of rigging the boat for speed, 
as well as body placement, and advanced tacking and jibing techniques. Additionally, sailors are 

taught about boat responsibility/care, and sportsmanship on/off water. All sailors enrolled in 

the Green Fleet course are expected to participate in the NBYA regatta series.  

*plus an additional $150 boat fee for the use of club boats and equipment if 
needed.  

 

Race II – Red/White/Blue Fleet (18 hours of class per week) $800 *  
 
The Red, White, Blue  Fleet sailing course provides sailors with further opportunities to  practice 

racing in an organized environment and participate in the NBYA regatta series at a more advanced 
level. This course will continue to focus on the more technical aspects of rigging the boat for 

speed, body placement, advanced tacking and jibing techniques, and race tactics. Additionally, 

sailors are taught about boat responsibility/care, and sportsmanship on/off water. All sailors 

enrolled in the Red, White, Blue Fleet course are expected to participate in the NBYA regatta 

series.  
*plus an additional $150 boat fee for the use of club boats and equipment if 

needed.  
 

420 Racing  (18 hours of class per week) $800 *  
 
The 420 Racing course is designed to provide sailors with the opportunity to practice racing skills 

with an assigned partner in an organized environment. Sailors will participate in the NBYA regatta 
series, as well as other local regattas around New England. This course focuses on the technical 

aspects of rigging the boat for speed in a variety of wind conditions. Furthermore, it teaches 
sailors the importance of weight displacement, boat responsibility/ care, and working together as a 
team towards a common goal. Sailors will become more comfortable using trapeze harnesses and 

spinnakers, as well as the techniques that go along with this equipment. Finally, this course will 
emphasize race tactics to prepare sailors for all of their future racing endeavors. All sailors 

enrolled in the Race 420 course are expected to participate in at minimum the NBYA regatta 
series.  

*plus an additional $175 boat fee for the use of club boats and equipment if 

needed.  

 

 

Visit our website for an application at: 
 

Junior Sailing Public – Saunderstown Yacht Club, Rhode 
Island 

For more information on the SYC Junior Sailing 
Program, please contact KC Bishop at 401-345-6570 or: 

sycsailingchair@gmail.com 
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